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About This Game

Serment - Contract with a Devil (or Serment, for short) is a visual novel - dungeon crawler hybrid where you play as a girl who
was revived by a beautiful devil.

Though, instead of claiming our heroine’s ever so cliche human soul, the devil demands a huge sum of money for payment. If
the payment comes even one day late, the heroine's soul will return to the afterlife.

And so, her light-hearted, comedic adventure to save up enough money before the deadline begins.

Despite the dark sounding premise, the majority of Serment will be light-hearted slice of life events (more commonly known as cute
girls doing cute things).

Game features:

 Cute anime girls!

 4 playable main characters, each with their own unique story and endings.

 More than 10 side characters, each with their own personalities and subplots.

 A dungeon crawler with manually designed puzzles and 100+ unique items to discover!

 A lot of cute anime girls!

 Turn-based RPG battles with simple mechanics but tons of depth.

 A detailed dating sim time management system.
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 Cooking, crafting and fishing minigames!

 Light yuri (GxG) romance.

 Steam Achievements and Trading Cards.

 Did we mention that there will be cute anime girls?
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a good game with beutiful art. Really nice gameplay, sharing the board with the opponent make things funny. pretty good but it
seems some people use script?. This game turned out to be an odd one for me. I've rarely played one that navigated quite like
this, and it genuinely has it's creepy moments. Also, fairly intriguing story - someone did some very good writing on this. It's a
bit clunky, but enjoyable! Well worth the price, and very good for what I'm sure is a first-ever game.. One of the best
documentaries, if not the best, about indie games. Provides so much more depth than Indie Game: The Movie and is simply a
great thing to watch if you want to feel excited about creating something yourself. I am proud to have been a kickstarter backer.
The fact that certain idiots have targeted it only proves its importance and worth.
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Another addicting Solitaire game.

You do not have the ability to replay one certain level to get a better score once the set is done. The only way to do this is to
replay the level itself over and over until you get it perfect, or replay the whole set from the start of you have multiple non-
perfects.

The hidden object portion of the game is really easy and if you get stuck you have the hint button that will fully recharge over a
little time.

If you exit the game midpoint through a set, it will fail that level once you restart the game. So, if you do not want this to
happen, make sure you are fully commited to playing all 10 rounds in the set before you exit the game.

Achievements are easy to get.. What's there to like? Build your own prehistoric fantasy village, raise an army and go pillage
ressources from other players. Be part of a tribe (why? as of this writing, tribe wars were not yet happening). Very similar to
other building games.

Flip side of the coin: This is game where you have to be patient as build times are very long as you progress past the first few
levels. Even if early n the game, the building upgrade only take several minutes, plan on waiting several days for some upgrades
later on. Training an army that has a chance of defeating an opponent will also take, at times, an hour or more. Don,T like
waiting? You can use meteorites to speed up just about anything. Like other games of this style, you will have to spend some of
your $ to buy these, or you can slowly accumulate these during the game.

the Ugly: Very frequent in-game crashes, and limited support. The patches and upgrades seem to downgrade the game even
further away from something playable. After playing for about 2 months, I suddenly found myself in a situation where the game
has to re-connect as soon as it starts, and then it gets caught in a loop - reconnect/restart. No longer playable.. don't play this
gaem lul. Unfortunately this is my first "not recommended" review. This "game" is awesome, very well polished and fun.
However, it is a single mission and in my 17 minutes of play I managed to complete 3 separate playthroughs. This is more of a
tech demo than a stand alone game. In under 20 minutes I've done it all, simply not enough content to warrant the price tag ($1 a
minute in my case). I have refunded for now but once this title has more content it will certainly warrant a purchase.. A great
tribute to paul walker. if he were still alive i know he would love it.

New update:
What can we do in Summer, except for making our simulator better? We release the new update with fixes and improvements:

- Improved keyboard controls: pressing the virtual pedals became much more comfortable.
- Fixed the exercise "City test": now the instructor's commands will always be displayed on your monitor.
- Fixed the arbitrary rotation of the Logitech G27 steering wheels.

P.S .: Waiting for your feedback and comments about the simulator and remind you that you can share them in this topic 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/493490/discussions/0/333656722973895723/. Translating Refunct:
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Due to popular demand work has begun to translate Refunct to 16 different languages. This was completed by the community in
just 4 days and will be included in the next update. Thanks to everyone involved!

Refunct translation spreadsheet: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tu-7cMYiVQhhdmVxd_8iHiukA0xOpHHFpGaKN443JM8/edit?usp=sharing

Thank you!
Danke!
Merci !
Спасибо!
Bedankt!
Tack!
¡Gracias!
Takk!
Kiitos!
Obrigado!
Dziekuję!
Teşekkürler!
Grazie!
Tak!
谢谢！
감사합니다!
ありがとう！. Penkura Patch 0.1.0.9.2:
For more information about the updates, progress and known bugs please join our Discord Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm

--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.0.9.2
--------------------------------------------------------------
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FIXED BUGS:

- Conversation with Sara didn't save properly.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS:

- Input Controls are rewritten from the ground up.

- You can now use arrow keys in Input controls.

- The key combination is now active in Input controls. (Shift, Ctrl, Alt, Cmd)

- In game, tutorials will now know your inputs and adjust text according.

- Turn On/Off Motion Blur is added to the Video Options.

- Player Camera, Bot Camera, and RTS Camera will now be affected by all Video Options.

- Project clean up (slight performance increase)

- Graphical Update to Main Menu

--------------------------------------------------------------. Patch Notes (29/04/2019) - Version 4.00.1135:

Hello, Metal Gladiators

A new patch is now live and it brings two gameplay fixes for Peacemaker and Stargazer.

Bugs Fixed

 Fixed a bug where, in some cases, Peacemaker’s weapon 1 sound FX was played for a 30s loop.

 Fixed a bug where Stargazer’s weapon 2 and Special weapon weren’t working properly after using them against
Icebringer’s ice barriers.

To share your feedback, please post in the General Discussion[www.heavymetalmachines.com] forum

Heavy Metal Machines Team. Steam Workshop Update, Change Log & Release Date!:

Release Date. Half-Life 1 update released:
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We have updated the public release of Half-Life.

Changes in this update are:

Fixed mouse not working correctly in VGUI1 based UI's, mods and TFC make use of this
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